Tell It Again! Flip Book Introduction

This Tell It Again! Flip Book contains images that accompany the Tell It Again! Read-Aloud Anthology for Greek Myths. The images are in sequential order. Each image is identified by its lesson number, read-aloud letter (A or B), and the number of the image within the particular read-aloud. For example, the first image in Read-Aloud 1A is numbered 1A-1. Once you have worked your way through the book to the last page, you will flip the entire book over to view the second half of the images.

Depending on your classroom configuration, you may need to have students sit closer to the flip book in order to see the images clearly.
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Tell It Again! Posters

The poster(s) in this Tell It Again! Flip Book may be cut out and displayed on the classroom wall for the duration of the domain.
Greek Myths
Poster 1 of 12: Zeus
Greek Myths
Poster 2 of 12: Poseidon
Greek Myths
Poster 3 of 12: Demeter
Greek Myths
Poster 6 of 12: Aphrodite
Greek Myths
Poster 7 of 12: Athena
Greek Myths
Poster 8 of 12: Ares
Greek Myths
Poster 10 of 12: Artemis
Greek Myths
Poster 12 of 12: Dionysus
Tell It Again! Multiple Meaning Word Posters

The poster(s) in this *Tell It Again! Flip Book* may be cut out and displayed on the classroom wall for the duration of the domain.
1. to feel very sad because you are not with someone *(verb)*
2. a tree that has long, thin needles instead of leaves and that stays green throughout the year *(noun)*

**Greek Myths | Multiple Meaning Word Poster 1 of 5**
Lean (Poster 2M)

1. to rest on or against something or someone for support (verb)
2. physically thin, strong, and healthy (adjective)

Greek Myths | Multiple Meaning Word Poster 2 of 5
Bow (Poster 3M)

1. a long, thin piece of wood used for shooting arrows (noun)
2. a knot that is made by tying a ribbon or string into two or more loops (noun)
3. a tool that is used for playing a violin or similar musical instrument (noun)

Greek Myths | Multiple Meaning Word Poster 3 of 5
Cane (Poster 4M)

1. a short stick that often had a curved handle and is used to help someone to walk *(noun)*
2. the hard hollow stem of a plant (such as bamboo or reed) that is used to make furniture and baskets *(noun)*

Greek Myths | Multiple Meaning Word Poster 4 of 5
Palm (Poster 5M)

1. the inside part of the hand between the wrist and the fingers *(noun)*
2. a kind of tree that grows in tropical regions *(noun)*
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